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Agenda
• Technology and Insights/VOC are key part of Customer Experience
• CA must either steer the bus or get run over by it
• Customer Experience 3.0 is being proactive, preventive, empowered and 

engaging and provides 10-20X the top line and margin impact
• Learning objectives

• Evolution of service - Customer and employee behavior and expectations
• Examples of CE 3.0 delivered by technology
• Business Case – How HughesNet has applied this approach
• Impacts of Technology that can translate into business case

• Questions for educating management and check list to move forward
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Context For Proactivity, Prevention & Engagement 

Proprietary © 2013 CCMC
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Service and Consumer Affairs Directors and Tech 
Suppliers are Missing the Boat
• Focus on efficiency and caller satisfaction when Prevention, 

Proactivity and Engagement have 10-20X the impact

• Opportunities
• Proactive - communication

• Preventive – expectation setting

• Empowering – for first contact resolution

• Improving – driving Continuous Improvement via VOC

• Enhancing the Role of Outsourcers
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2017 National Rage Study: What Complainants 
Wanted & What They Got
1

 
Remedy % Wanted   % Got   
To be treated with dignity 93% 32% 
Offending company put itself in my shoes 83% 19% 
An assurance that my problem would not be repeated 81% 15% 
My product repaired/service fixed 80% 25% 
An explanation of why the problem occurred 80% 18% 
To be talked to in everyday language; not scripted response 79% 29% 
A thank you for my business 76% 27% 
An apology 75% 28% 
Just to express my anger/tell my side of the story 58% 35% 
My money back 57% 18% 
A free product or service in the future 44% 8% 
Financial compensation for my lost time, inconvenience or 
injury 42% 5% 

Revenge 24% 2% 
Other 14% 2% 
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What has not changed – Complaint Behavior
• Problems are up but now about technology
• Do not complain 

• Too much trouble
• Will do no good 

• B2B customers
• Fear of souring relationship
• Will do no good

• Ratio Complaints/Problems
• Consumer 1:5-1:100
• Business 1:3-1:20

• Word of mouth 1:3 good to bad – stories have more 
impact – WOM customers worth 25% more
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Quantifiable Impacts (Select depending on audience)
1. Retained revenue = problems avoided
2. Reduced attrition = retained revenue
3. Enhance resolution via response rules and empowerment = retained 

revenue (Enhanced Ease and ETDBW)
4. Reduced negative word of mouth (WOM) 
5. Increased customers acquired via WOM
6. Lower marketing costs = cost per new customer acquired
7. Higher margin = higher profit/customer 
8. Higher value = higher price and margin = correlated with ETDBW & NPS
9. Reduced risk = lower administrative/warranty costs
10. Reduced service costs = lower warranty and escalation costs
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Real Psychic Pizza – Proactive Communication 
Reduces Uncertainty and Inquiries, Raises Value
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Customer Onboarding and JIT Communication
• Customer onboarding – three most prevalent problems

• Welcome communications/fun videos – by segment –who are you?
• One Nevada CU – educates elderly on technology
• Create accountability for onboarding & surveys to verify
• Track customer onboarding

• Just in time education
• Confirm appointment via preferred channel
• Push information – preparing for installation
• Offer channels like chat and video chat – failed searches

• Tech need – creative, proactive communication across journey – call 
center must own part of website
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Proactive Education – Reduced Problems
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Customer Education – Reduces Problems

Here is what 
we do to 
smash your 
package!
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Customer Responsibilities

Here are your
responsibilities
as customer for 
preventing 
damage 
to your 
shipment!
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Benefit: Warning Customers Creates Delight –
Enhances Word of Mouth & Value

 
 

Delight experience Average lift to repurchase or 
recommend (Top Box) 

Service beyond expectation - heroics 12%-14% 

No unpleasant surprises 22% 

Friendly 90-second staff interaction 25% 

Personal relationship over months  26% 

Tell me of new product or service I 
can really use 

30% 

Proactively provide information on 
how to avoid problems or get more 
out of your product 

32% 
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Components of Employee Empowerment #
1. Job description with explicit empowerment 
2. Training on handling difficult situations
3. Nesting with reinforcement of empowerment
4. Monitoring and evaluation
5. Recognition and celebration §
6. Mentoring
7. Promotion and career development

# See Chapter 10 of Strategic Customer Service
§ See Paul Zak, The Neuroscience of Trust, HBR, 1/17
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Objectives of CSR Evaluation

• Previously 
• Is CSR in compliance?
• What are major causes of problems?

• Now
• How can we recognize great CSR behavior  
• What is causing non-compliance
• What response processes and rules are not working
• What are the causes of all problems including sales

}

}

10% of impact

90% of 
impact
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Implications for Surveying and Sampling
• Traditional is random sample of 6-10 contacts per month – terrible, 

non-statistical, non-representative.  
• For personal evaluation - focus on issues or one behavior -10 

contacts – especially bottom 2/3 via gamification
• For process improvement – types of issues where there is systemic 

dissatisfaction

• Tech need 
• ability to tailor sample and integrate data
• link survey to internal evaluation and operational data
• gamification which focuses on bottom 2/3 of staff
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Improving Using the Voice of the Customer

• More data sources – but must have same classifications 
and granularity

• All touches are logged including dumb questions

• Tech need
• easy granular classification, 
• end-to-end linkage to surveys and operational data by customer 

identification, 
• speech/text analytics
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Five Objectives of Voice of the Customer 
1. Emerging trends – email from front line to analyst
2. Take action right now - e.g. Amazon movie download
3. CSR performance – tie surveys monitoring 
4. Continuous improvement in contact center – analysis by issue 
5. Continuous Improvement in company – what is causing most 

revenue damage?
• Tech need

• capture of all interactions including unstructured data & website 
searches with granularity 

• tie to operational data, surveys & customer market and social media 
actions.  

• monitor use of feedback by internal customers – Carl’s Jr
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Role of Outsourcers
• Managing outsourcers

• Who does expectation setting, knowledgebase administration & VOC input 
& analysis

• Partner must be given guidance – the Knowledge Management System –
homepage is critical – Aflac

• Outsourcer is responsible for more than answering phone and handling 
issue

• Preventable contacts (usually 30%)
• Feedback when response rule is not working
• Gather VOC – emerging issues, prevent issues
• Reduce turnover so staff is more professional

• Tech need – multichannel education, KMS tied to website, good 
analytics of website use

20
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Building a Revenue Business Case for CX 
• Half of customer attrition is due to problems
• Get CFO buy-in 
• Critical numbers are:

• value of customer
• cost of customer acquisition by marketing
• % of attrition

• Revenue and margin implications are 10-20X cost 
implications

21

Quantifiable Impacts (Select depending on audience)
1. Retained revenue = problems avoided
2. Reduced attrition = retained revenue
3. Enhance resolution via response rules and empowerment = retained revenue (Enhanced 

Ease and ETDBW)
4. Reduced negative word of mouth (WOM) 
5. Increased customers acquired via WOM
6. Lower marketing costs = cost per new customer acquired
7. Higher margin = higher profit/customer 
8. Higher value = higher price and margin = correlated with ETDBW & NPS
9. Reduced risk = lower administrative/warranty costs
10. Reduced service costs = lower warranty and escalation costs
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I
Question/problem

experience

II 
Contact
behavior

III
Contact 
handling

Customers

No  

Question/
problem

experience
70% 

Question/

problem
experience

30%

IV
Market
impact

Non-contactors

50%

Satisfied1

50%

Mollified2

25%

% Definitely 
Will 

Recommend

85%

40%

90%

70%

30%
Dissatisfied3

25%

Word 
of

Mouth**

---

2.9

2.0

4.0

6.5

% Definitely 
Will Keep 

Purchasing

95%

70%

90%

80%

70%

Contactors

50%

Preliminary Analysis of Economic Impact of CE
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=

=

=

=

x xx

=

7,500

11,250

22,500

22,500

126,750Total Customers At Risk

300,000
Customers

with
Problems

20%
Dissatisfied

30% Not
Repurchasing

15% Not
Repurchasing

50%
Satisfied

5%Not
Repurchasing

50% Do 
Not

Complain

50%
Complain

30%
Mollified

15% Not
Repurchasing

At $2,000 per customer, $253,500,000 at risk, 
of which 49.7% is due to service

Quantify Revenue Damage of Status Quo for 1,000,000 
Customers – Insurance example
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700,000
Customers

With No
Problems

9% Not
Repurchasing

= 63,000

24
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=

=

=

=

x xx

=

2,500

3,000

3,000

37,500

46,000Total Customers At Risk

200,000
Customers

with
Problems

20%
Dissatisfied

70%
Repurchasing

75%
Repurchasing

50%
Satisfied

90%
Repurchasing

75% Do 
Not

Complain

25%
Complain

30%
Mollified

80%
Repurchasing

Three strategies: Prevention, Solicitation of Complaints and Improved Response

At $1,000 per customer, $46,000,000 at risk

Quantify Revenue Damage of Status Quo

25

25

=

=

=

=

x xx

=

1,875

2,250

2,250

28,125

34,500Total Customers At Risk

150,000
Customers

with
Problems

20%
Dissatisfied

70%
Repurchasing

75%
Repurchasing

50%
Satisfied

90%
Repurchasing

75% Do 
Not

Complain

25%
Complain

30%
Mollified

80%
Repurchasing

@ Gross margin of 25%, $1MM spent on prevention = ROI of 187%!

At $1000 per customer, add $11,500,000 to top line revenue 
plus reduction of 12,500 calls

The Payoff of Prevention of 25% of Problems
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Set Priorities Based On Revenue Damage & Customers At 
Risk - B2B Technology 

Overall % w/ problem (45%) 
% 

Problem1 
%  Won’t 

recommend2 
% Customers 

potentially lost 
Meeting promised delivery dates 27 10.5 1.3 
Product availability within desired 
time frame 23 0.0 0.0 

Meeting commitments/follow 
through 21 30.0 2.8 

Equipment/system fixed right 
first time 20 22.2 2.0 

Adequate post-sale 
communications 19 10.0 0.9 

Returning calls 16 33.3 2.4 
Minimum customers at risk   9.4% 
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Let Great Experience and Word of Mouth Do the 
Heavy Liftingwillingness to pay a premium price.  The Word of Mouth based marketing model is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great service  
fosters positive 
word of mouth 

Positive word of 
mouth wins 
new customers 
at no cost 

Companies With Great Experience Get 70% of New Customers From Word of Mouth
And 16-25% Higher Lifetime Value from Referral Customers* 

*Schmitt, Skiera and Van den Bulte, Journal Market Resh, 2011
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Packaging and Delivery of VOC
• Multiple audiences

• CSRs
• Call center management
• Corporate functions

• Best practices
• Tailor to audience
• Multiple mediums – wave files of calls, videos, meetings
• Blame process not person
• Accompany each problem with a solution
• Monitor use and impact – Carls Jr

29

Packaging:  Example Journey Map with Points of Pain

30
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HughesNet CX Journey 
• Heavily involved in CSAT for yrs.

• Surveys with call backs
• Executive Care and BBB rating
• Trended call data
• Online Community

• Needed more 
• Established CX Organization
• Needed corp officer champion/cross-functional involvement

32
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Understanding Points of Pain
• Acknowledge uniqueness of Satellite Communications
• Plot journey map
• Identify selected opportunities 

• Sales process – some sales channels are more satisfied than others
• Customer onboarding – education, preparation, tech visit, welcome call
• Initial customer experience monitoring
• Engaging employees- first to see problems
• Empowering support to take ownership/engage
• Predicting customers at risk; assessing value 

• Lessons learned and next steps

33

Respondents

Had A Problem
BB%

Contacted 
Hughes 

CC%

EE/Satisfied
EE%

Mollified
FF%

Dissatisfied
GG%

Did Not Contact
DD%

No Problem
AA%

Experience Summary
Word 

Of Mouth *
Recommend 

Hughes
(%)
High

Low

Very 
low

High

Low

--

7.6

8.6

3.3

--

Dissatisfied Complainers are less loyal than Non-complainers

Opportunities to prevent problems by improving contact handling .
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Experience/satisfaction Varied by Channel
Sales channel Problem Experience Overall Satisfaction

• External sales 
channel A

+30% -30%

• External sales 
channel B

+20% -15%

• Internal sales 
channel

+15% -15%

• Website sales 
channel

Lowest Highest

Lesson: Identify why certain sales channels are setting incorrect expectations or selling wrong customers
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Satisfaction With Education Reduces Contacts

Education On Using Hughes’ 
Offering (surveyed)

Avg. No.  
Contacts/yr.

Satisfied With Education 2.8

Less Than Satisfied 3.7

Lesson: Proactive education can prevent problems and make them easier to handle.

33% reduction

36
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Strategic CX Improvements 

• Enhance Sales Message/Educate on satellite internet
• Here’s how satellite internet works
http://support.hughesnet.com/en/faq/internet/how-does-a-satellite-internet-
connection-work

37

HughesNet CX Strategy Actions
Action Effect
Enhance sales message; sell to right 
customer

Sets proper expectations

Integrate more aggressive onboarding via 
multiple communications tools

Better educated on viewing movies and 
playing games

Educate during installation Understanding how to manage data usage; 
reduce complaints

Monitor and communicate proactively Earlier awareness;  informed customers

Empower front line support with better 
information

Higher problem resolution via more 
confident employees

Enhance website self-service Self resolution leads to greater education 
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HughesNet CX Initiatives Impacts

1. Sell right customers = improved yield; lower acquisition costs;  reduced 
predictable attrition

2. Problems avoided via education & system fixes = retained revenue; higher 
support CSAT 

3. Better, faster resolution via response rules, empowerment = shorter call 
handling time, reduced service visits, retained revenue

4. Employee/partner engagement = improved loyalty; lower operating costs 
5. Reduced negative word of mouth (WOM) 
6. Increased customers acquired via WOM

39 40

http://support.hughesnet.com/en/faq/internet/how-does-a-satellite-internet-connection-work
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Questions for Management
1. Is word of mouth important in our business?

2. What is your customer attrition rate – can half of that be due to customer 
problems?

3. What percentage of customer service contacts are preventable?

4. Does management view problems as profit left on the table?

5. Do our VOC surveys and contact systems identify granular problems? 

6. Do we know what is really important to customers?

7. Do our surveys lead to action plans with accountability?

8. Do we measure and communicate the impact of VOC?
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Summary: Quantifiable Impacts
1. Retained revenue = problems avoided
2. Reduced attrition = retained revenue
3. Enhance resolution via response rules and empowerment = retained revenue 

(Enhanced Ease and ETDBW)
4. Reduced negative word of mouth (WOM) 
5. Increased customers acquired via WOM
6. Lower marketing costs = cost per new customer acquired
7. Higher margin = higher profit/customer 
8. Higher value = higher price and margin = correlated with ETDBW & NPS
9. Reduced risk = lower administrative/warranty costs
10. Reduced service costs = lower warranty and escalation costs
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Quantifying Top Line Tech Impacts
Area of Tech Impact Example Action Experience Impact Operational Impact Financial Metric
1. Proactive onboarding 
education via multiple 
channels e.g. 
video/email

*Warning of top 3 
common problems
*Funny Zipcar 
instructional video

*Confidence and trust *Problems reduced by 
15%. Less sensitivity to 
price
*ETDBW

*Higher retained 
revenue & margins & 
lower service cost

2. Proactive 
communication and self-
service tracking (psychic 
pizza)

*Shipment tracking 
*Confirm appts
*Workflow status

*Confidence 
*Reduced uncertainty 
status contacts

*Reduced status 
contacts 
*Higher value for price 
paid

*Higher margin  
*Lower cost

3. Early notification of 
problem with alternative 
solutions

*Flight delay or 
cancellation with 
alternatives

*Less negative 
surprise, more time 
for contingency 
planning

*Less loyalty damage
*Easier resolution due 
to less emotion

* Higher WOM 
*Higher problem 
resolution

4. JIT education *Education on how to 
extend car reservation

*Ability to self-service
*Higher convenience

*Problem avoidance
*Higher ETDBW
*Higher value 

*Higher loyalty and 
value for price
*Lower costs
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Tech Impacts Continued
Area of Tech Impact Example Action Experience Impact Operational Impact Financial Metric
5. Empowerment of CSRs 
with higher resolution

*Flexible solution 
spaces in KMS
*Recognition of creative 
solutions

*Higher resolution with 
ease

*Increased first call 
resolution 
*Less escalation
*Lower CSR turnover

*Enhanced revenue 
*Lower HR costs due to 
turnover, more 
employee referrals

6. Self-service *Top five issues on 
home page based on 
recent call workload
*How-to videos

*Easy to do business 
with  (ETDBW)
*Enhanced customer 
education/knowledge

*Higher loyalty and value 
for price paid
*Fewer problems
*Higher ETDBW

*Enhanced revenue, 
ease and margin
*Lower service cost

7. Actionable Voice of the 
Customer (VOC)

*Identify emerging 
trends & process 
failures
*Employee inputs

*Faster action
*Process redesign
*Staff efficacy

*Fewer process failures & 
surprises
Reduced problems
*Higher ETDBW

*Retained revenue and 
lower customer attrition
*Increased PWOM

8. Fun and delight *Humorous videos 
*Aflac Duck quack on 
IVR
*Surprise “Sprinkles” 
(see Chip Bell’s book of 
same name)

*Engagement and more 
visits
*Differentiation
*PWOM

*Delight occurrences
*PWOM, especially via 
social media
*More engagement

*Lower marketing cost & 
customers acquired via 
PWOM
*Higher revenue 
&loyalty due to value for 
price
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Evaluate Your Readiness to Move to Customer Experience 3.0
Voice of the Customer and Continuing Improvement  (VOC/CI) Rating Strength Oppor

1. Single focal point/leader for VOC/CI
1. Journey map of Moments of Truth (MOT) across customer journey
1. Data sources for monitoring each MOT
1. Unified plan for collection of VOC data
1. Integration process to create single picture of CE
1. Reporting of VOC tailored to function/audience
1. VOC quantifies revenue cost of inaction by issue
1. VOC/CI recommends action and process metrics to measure progress 

Total Points
Quantification of Business Case for CI and Enhanced CE

1. Average value of customer is known and agreed upon
1. Know customer satisfaction and resulting loyalty of service system
1. Cost to gain new customer is known
1. Impact of word of mouth is quantified (% of customers via referrals)
1. Customer problem rate is known
1. Know % of customer problems and transactions which are preventable 
1. Customer attrition rate is known
1. Company margin vs. closest Premium competitor is known
1. Non-complaint rate is known, ideally by general type of problem
1. Payoff of emotional connection is known

Total Points
Leveraging Technology for CE 3.0

1. Top ten predictable customer problems/questions are known
1. Areas of customer confusion and transaction failure are identified
1. Customer identifier is linked to each operational data base and system
1. Each operating system reports key transaction failures & customer id
1. Customer email or cell phone number is available
1. Phone switch, email system and CRM systems are integrated
1. Customer Relationship Mgt system is used for all contacts
1. Service/CE has significant input/ownership website home page content
1. Video can easily be used for customer education

10. Speech analytics are available for contact handling analysis
Total Points

Grand Total Points

45
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Outlined in Strategic Customer Service 2nd Ed, now on Amazon

For additional articles or complaints: 
jgoodman@customercaremc.com or 703-823-9540

Follow me on LinkedIn and Twitter – Jgoodman888

Ellen.Martz@hughes.com

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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